
You may recall some earlier musings on the
‘precautionary principle’: the principle being that if you
aren’t sure what the results of an action might be, don’t

do it. Translated: if it ain’t broke, don’t fix it; avoid the risk of
disastrous consequences.

Successful entrepreneurs are used to assessing, and taking,
risks. In private enterprise, most decisions have to be made on
insufficient information; in a competitive situation, delay may
mean that a window of opportunity has passed, or that a
competitor gets there first.

Few things are certain in government decision-making
either (death and taxes excepted); but in government this
typically leads to numerous studies and extreme caution—both
being risk avoidance behaviours. Murphy’s Law and the Law
of Unintended Consequences both explain risk. They are the
constant companions of both politicians and bureaucrats.
Hence, the precautionary principle.

Business, on the other hand, denies these principles. It takes
the position that the advantages of any innovation always
outweigh the disadvantages, and anyway, the disadvantages
are not proven because they haven’t happened yet.

Sovereignty Versus Business Interest
Business seeks profit and competitive advantage. Government
exercises its sovereignty to achieve consumer and
environmental protection. So attitudes to risk differ between
government and business. Their interests frequently clash
when government seeks to regulated business. Government
regulation demonstrably slows the introduction of new
products and processes.

Both business and government rely on scientific research to
assess new products and processes. Unfortunately, injury to
consumers, or damage to the environment, is usually
irreversible. So most regulatory bodies tend to assume that
their will be problems with anything new.

The entrepreneur will say that there is no risk unless it’s
proven, and oppose precautionary regulation. Government
argues that by the time the risk is proven without a doubt, it’s
too late and the damage has been done.

The Tobacco Example

As an example, consider smoking. Tobacco companies argued
for years that there was no scientific proof that smoking could
give you lung cancer, or proof that nicotine was addictive.
Governments argued that there appeared to be a statistical
correlation (a risk assessment) and a high probability that there
was such a relationship. It turned out that the tobacco
companies knew there was, all along. So now governments are
suing tobacco companies for health care costs related to
smoking.

In the meantime, millions have died, millions are addicted
and government has inherited the responsibility for their care.
The precautionary principle would have served us well, had
we been able to apply it. But the tobacco companies lied that
the adverse health effects of smoking couldn’t be proved, and
delayed government action for years.

Greater Risk, Greater Uncertainty
Government has long maintained laboratories whose job it is to
assess new products for their safety or environmental effects.
But now the introduction of more sophisticated technologies
such as genetic engineering raises the question of longer term
effects which cannot be anticipated from short-term testing.

In other words, a trend towards greater uncertainty. Maybe
there’s a greater possibility for harm, so we should be more
cautious. Besides, safer or more environmentally benign
products are typically more complicated and cost more to
make, and longer to test.

But, say the innovators, it’s taking too long to test and so
government is delaying the benefits of these new products.
And, once again, they say there’s no reason to believe (and
government scientists can’t prove) that they are harmful.

Precautions and Sovereignty
The controversy over product testing has grown in recent years
to an international level, as nations have cited product safety
and environmental concerns as reasons to ban the importation
of products from other countries. It was only very recently that
Europe allowed the importation of British beef, which had
been banned since the ‘mad cow disease’ outbreak. And
Europe does not permit the importation of genetically
modified canola from Canada (most of Canada’s canola is
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genetically modified).
Exporters of these products claim that these bans are just

another form of non-tariff trade barrier, and that the reasons
given for such bans are not scientifically valid. (This is just
another example of the precautionary principle vs. the ‘you
can’t prove it’ argument.) But apologist for reduced food
safety testing in Canada recently said that they expected
that the World Trade Organization (WTO) would outlaw
such regulations soon anyway, so why carry on testing?

But if national governments cannot carry out
responsibilities for consumer and environmental protection
without begin attacked by the WYO, who would provide
such protection? And what is national sovereignty for,
anyway?

Exercising National Sovereignty
Trade and business would probably like to completely
ignore national boundaries. But the people of any nation are
entitled to select a government that represents their interests
and the interests of the land they occupy. If that government
wishes to exercise the precautionary principle in regulating
business, there seems to be no reason why it should not
have the right to do so, regardless of the policies of any
extra-national body.

When it comes to sovereignty, an nation must use it or
lose it. Government’s responsibility is to ensure that it’s
citizens  have access to the benefits of innovation without
the damage. The relative importance of the benefits and the
severity of the damage may well be different for each
nation, and each nation should therefore do its own
assessment, using its own version of the precautionary
principle. 

No responsible government would enact regulations
without a well-founded understanding of the risk.
(Paradoxically, business often seeks the protection of
regulations to avoid responsibility for unforeseen safety
problems or environmental damage.)

Ideally, the process of introducing innovations, be they
products or processes, drugs or credit cards, should express
a balance between entrepreneurs and government, business
and citizens. This is the best way to temper innovation with
caution and to avoid the extremes of both unregulated
enterprise and obstructive regulation. Both entrepreneur
and government can then assume their proper
responsibilities to protect both the consumer and the
environment from harm.✐
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